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the class is … 



the dream … 
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get to all, not one less … 

the our dream 

• who has no difficulty 

• to those who don't want to do 

•who has recently arrived in our country 

• those who present some difficulties 

"School has only one problem. The guys who lose ...  
but if you lose them, school is no longer school.  
It is a hospital that treats the healthy and rejects the sick." 
   Letter to a professor 

• to anyone ... we've been entrusted 



one School… 

interesting 

that involve 

beautiful! 

our challenge 

the better School… 



… it’s easy? 

more and more numerous classes 

increasingly uneven 

for rhythms 

for styles 

for the idea of school  
that everyone has 

you have to do more with less 



…so what? 



we need strong teaching 

relational 

matemathics instrumental o relational 

the thought of Richard Skemp 

but what teaching?  

% 

he suggests two types of learning in mathematics  
and these prove the underlying methods of teaching and understanding mathematics 

instrumental  
Instrumental learning  
focuses on repetition,  
reinforcement and revisiting 

Relational learning  
focuses on the links and relationships  
with real life which gives structure  
to mathematics 



a new teaching, innovative  

new spaces 

new objects 

new technologies … 

a new teaching needs to… 

change, reform, renewal, novelty, revolution, any 
novelty, change, transformation that radically changes or 
causes an effective weaning 

status quo, custom, habit, 
tradition, reaction 

innovation  contrary to innovation  

we need strong teaching 



we need a new ideas … 

… do with what you have 



let's recap 

matemathics relational 

do with what you have 

efficacy 

fun 

not one less 



do geometry … 



what is a circle? 

the circle is a part of the plane 
delimited by a closed curved 
line, called a circumference 

learn! 

the circumference is the set of 
points in the plane that are 
equidistant from the center 

the radius is that segment 
that joins any point of the 
circumference to the center 

“the read verb can't stand the imperative!” 
               Daniel Pennac 



but what is it … ? 

what is a circle? 

what is a diameter? 

what is a radius? 

we just did it, you don't remember? 

but then don't be careful! 

the circle is a part of the plane 
delimited by a closed curved 
line, called a circumference 

the circumference is the set 
of points in the plane that are 
equidistant from the center 

the radius is that segment that 
joins any point of the 
circumference to the center 



let's try to do otherwise 
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high-density cognitive pathways 

integrated paths for 
          teaching 
           understanding            
                      development            
                      reinforcement  
          recovery 

high efficacy and high learning density 

in every classroom with every child by those who 
have difficulty with a kilo that do not contaminate 
in case of irregular or frequency to hiccups in 
areas high risk of school dispersion 
in multi-class 

high individualization 

useful 



do geometry? 

learn it! 

two lines are called incidents 
when they meet at a point 

two lines are called parallels 
when they always maintain the 
same distance and never meet 
even prolonging them 

two lines are called perpendicular 
when they are accidents and 
meeting divide the plan into four 
equal parts 



do geometry … 



discover geometry … 



our workbench … 

to watch...  

    reflect... 

       to measure...  

         confront... 

            discover...  

               catch on... 



just a floor? 







innovate, how does it work? 



on the floor 
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on the floor 



la linea dei numeri 



numbers in the gym 



it is just …. 

…. a table? 

…. u a ladder? 

…. a floor? 

…. a gym? 

or new tools for a new teaching? 



thank you for the attention 

serafino caloi 

serafinocaloi@gmail.com 34 

  ,If you find science boring
you're learning it from a wrong teacher! 
                 Richard Feynman                      

https://twitter.com/ProfFeynman

